Violetta and Simon:
Remember the
noise cancelling
headphones!
Polish civil engineer Violetta and her British civil
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engineer partner Simon were living in Hampshire
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and keen to explore options abroad. Early in 2017,

been very impressed.”

they attended an engineering recruitment fair “Down
Under Live Expo” in London. Later that year they
packed up their belongings (and their dog Bonnie)
and moved to New Zealand to join Tonkin + Taylor’s
Christchurch office.
Just three months into their new life in NZ, the
couple have bought a house in beautiful Governor’s
Bay. Simon and Violetta are now right by the coast,
overlooking the harbour out to the ocean, and just

A key piece of advice for Europeans planning to make
the move – “buy noise-cancelling headphones,” says
Simon. “It really helped us get through the long flights,
we couldn’t hear the engines and could still listen to
music and films.”
They also recommend a two-day stopover in
Singapore en route, “It’s a good way to break up the
journey and keep jet lag at bay!”

a 30-minute commute from central Christchurch.
“ Simon said “It was fairly straightforward settling
in too. The nuts and bolts were easy; buying a car,
getting set up with a bank account and sorting a tax
number, everyone is there to help you get set up.”
Simon and Violetta are – understandably - missing
friends and family back home, but say the people are
super friendly here and they are regularly distracted
by things to do and see.
“It only takes us an hour and half to be up into the
mountains and in the middle of nowhere,” Violetta
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said. Christchurch is seeing rapid change and
growth since the Canterbury Earthquake Sequence
of 2010 - 2011, so they regularly see new buildings
and restaurants appearing across the city. It’s quite
different from UK cities, mainly because “the roads
are so wide – and you can park anywhere you like,”
Simon laughed.
The couple have been enjoying life at T+T. “We were
very nicely welcomed, everyone was proactive and
interested in us,” Violetta explained. “The culture isn’t
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